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A banana split sundae at Kim’s Italian Ice costs $6. Leia added few 

toppings to the sundae and paid a total of $8 for her sundae. 

How much did Kim’s charge for the toppings?

4)

Bryan orders a takeout for 13 chocolate gelatos. While he waits for 

the takeout order to arrive, he cancels the order for 2 gelatos. 

How many gelatos will his takeout contain now?

3)

Sue buys 12 pieces of strawberry cheese cake from Kim’s Italian 

Ice. She distributed 6 slices among her family  members. How 

many slices of cheesecake remain?

5)

Erin bought 15 bowls of chocolate custard pudding from Kim’s 

Italian Ice for a pajama party. If ten of Erin’s friends including 

herself ate one bowl each, how many chocolate custard 

puddings remain?

2)

Subtraction - Kim’s Italian Ice
Sheet 2

1) Sue called Kim’s Italian Ice and placed an order for 2 vanilla 

milkshakes. On delivery, Sue paid $20 and received $11 as 

change. How much did the milkshakes cost?

OPEN

Kim’s

Kim’s
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Answer key

A banana split sundae at Kim’s Italian Ice costs $6. Leia added few 

toppings to the sundae and paid a total of $8 for her sundae. 

How much did Kim’s charge for the toppings?

4)

Bryan orders a takeout for 13 chocolate gelatos. While he waits for 

the takeout order to arrive, he cancels the order for 2 gelatos. 

How many gelatos will his takeout contain now?

3)

Sue buys 12 pieces of strawberry cheese cake from Kim’s Italian 

Ice. She distributed 6 slices among her family  members. How 

many slices of cheesecake remain?

5)

Erin bought 15 bowls of chocolate custard pudding from Kim’s 

Italian Ice for a pajama party. If ten of Erin’s friends including 

herself ate one bowl each, how many chocolate custard 

puddings remain?

2)

Subtraction - Kim’s Italian Ice Sheet 2

1)

$2

11 gelatos

6 slices

4 puddings

$9
Sue called Kim’s Italian Ice and placed an order for 2 vanilla 

milkshakes. On delivery, Sue paid $20 and received $11 as 

change. How much did the milkshakes cost?
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Kim’s

Kim’s


